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Abstract 

Cutting plane methods and Lagrangian relaxation have both proven to be powerful methods in the 

solution of integer programs. The purpose of this paper is to interpret Lagrangian relaxation as a 

cutting plane technique and to develop a related cutting plane technique that generates cuts with 

very different characteristics than those generated by the Lagrangian. Both classes of cuts differ 

from more conventional cuts in that they are based on optimization rather than explicit knowledge 

of the underlying polyhedral structure of the integer program. The theoretical strength of ea.ch type 

of cut is developed in detail, the computational efficiency of the two techniques is discussed, and 

computational results are presented. 
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1 Introduction 

Cutting plane methods for solving integer programs have experienced renewed interest in recent 

years due to phenomenal computational success on a number of important problems. Unlike Go

mory's cutting plane method [5], which initially appeared very promising but eventually proved to 

be computationally inefficient, recent cutting plane methods have achieved success by focusing on 

the generation of deep cutting planes. Work by Grotschel [6], Padberg and Rinaldi [13], and others 

demonstrated the computational power of cutting planes by solving much larger traveling salesman 

problems than had ever been solved previously. Crowder, Johnson, and Padberg [2] won the Lanch

ester prize for remarkable computational results on a collection of integer programming problems 

related only by the fact that they were sparse. 

Commonly, deep cutting planes arise from theoretical studies of polyhedra defined by the convex 

hull of feasible integer points for well-known integer programs. For example, Crowder, Johnson, and 

Padberg [2) used facets of the knapsack polyhedra defined by individual constraints in the problems 

they studied. In the process of solving integer programs using cutting plane methods, however, 

a point is almost always reached where no cutting plane can be found from among theoretically 

known classes. In these instances it is necessary to look elsewhere for cutting planes or to turn to 

an alternative procedure such as branch and bound. 

Another fundamental technique used in the solution of integer programs is Lagrangian relaxation. 

The popularity of Lagrangian relaxation in an integer programming context is attributable to Held 

and Karp [9, 10] who successfully applied this technique to the traveling salesman problem. Since 

that time, applications of Lagrangian relaxation have come to permeate the literature. Fisher [3} 

provides one list of successful applications. Advances continue to be made in this area, including 

recent work by Guignard and Plateau [8], Jornsten and Nasberg [11], Ribeiro and Minoux [14], and 

Trick (17]. 

The purpose of this paper is to interpret Lagrangian relaxation as a cutting plane technique and 
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to develop a related cutting plane technique that generates cuts with very different characteristics 

than those generated by the Lagrangian. The proposed cuts are strong in two entirely different 

and well defined senses, and the strength of each type of cut is developed in detail. Both classes of 

cuts differ from more conventional cuts in that they are based on optimization rather than explicit 

knowledge of the underlying polyhedral structure of the integer program. 

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 the Lagrangian is interpreted as a primal 

cutting plane technique and practical ramifications of this interpretation a.re discussed. Section 3 

builds upon these results and introduces a function v(..\) with the property that positive values of 

v(..\) correspond to cutting planes. In Section 4, properties of v(..\) are described and algorithms for 

maximizing v(,\) a.re discussed. Computational results a.re presented in Section 5. 

2 The Lagrangian as a Cutting Plane 

While both Lagrangian relaxation and cutting plane techniques are used extensively in the solution 

of integer programs, they a.re generally viewed as two distinct approaches and a.re virtually always 

used exclusive of one another. In a group theoretic context, Shapiro [15] first recognized that the 

Lagrangian could, in fa.ct, be interpreted as a. primal cutting plane method. While the interpretation 

provides a wealth of computational possibilities, it has never been exploited computationally nor 

explicitly referenced in the literature, even in writings as recent as Nemhauser and Wolsey [12}. In 

this section we elaborate upon the results of Shapiro in a non-group theoretic context. 

Consider the following arbitrary linear integer program and related Lagrangian relaxation. 
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min ex 

(P) s.t. Ax :Sa 

Bz $ b 

x integer 

min cz + ..\(Az - a) 

(L) s.t. Bz :Sb 

z integer 
• 

We assume for simplicity but without significant loss of generality that (P) and (L) are feasible 

and bounded. Let vL(,\) denote the value of (L) as a function of,\ and let ,\" denote a value of,\ 

maximizing VL(,\) on the domain,\~ 0. Further, let v• = vL(,\"), let vip be the optimal value for 

(P), and let vi,p be the optimal value of the linear programming relaxation of (P). It is well-known 

that vi,p :S v• :S vjp and that commonly vi,p < v• < vjp. We let T denote the polyhedron defined 

by the convex hull of feasible integer points for (P) and similarly let 'PL denote the polyhedron 

defined by the convex hull of feasible integer points for (L ). It is well-known that the feasible regions 

of (P) and (L) can be be replaced by P and 'PL, respectively, without altering the optimal solution 

values of these problems. 

The following observation is an immediate consequence of the definition of VL(,\). 

Observation 1 The inequality 

vL(,\) $ cz + ..\(Ax - a) 

is valid for 'PL. 

We will refer to a valid inequality of the type presented in Observation 1 as a Lagrange cut. 

Observe that as a valid inequality for 'PL a Lagrange cut is also a valid inequality for 'P. To 

elaborate upon the important properties possessed by a Lagrange cut, consider the following linear 

program. 
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min ex Dual Var. 

(C) s.t. Ax$ a µ 

Bx$ b w 

vL(A) :Sex+ A(Ax - a) <1 

Note that (C) does not contain any integrality restriction. Let vc(A) denote the value of (C) as 

a function of,\, The following theorem demonstrates that for any ,\ ~ 0, vc(A) yields a lower bound 

on viP that is at least as good as that provided by vL(A) and that the best bound provided by both . 
vc(A) and vL(,\) is the same. 

Theorem 1 For,\~ 0, vL(A) ~ vc(A) :S v". 

Proof. Letting x be an optimal solution for (C), it is clear that vc(A) = cz ~ex+ ,\(Ax - a) ~ 

VL(,\) for any,\~ 0, thus demonstrating the validity of the first inequality. To complete the proof, 

consider the following convex programming problem and related Lagrangian relaxation. 

mmcx 

(P') s.t. Ax S a 

(L') min ex+ A(Ax - a) 

s.t. x E 'PL 

As noted earlier, (L') and (L) generate identical optimal solution values for any value of A, so 

that in particular the maximum value that (L') can achieve on the domain,\ ~ 0 occurs at ,\* and 

has value v". By the assumption that (P) is feasible and bounded (P') has an optimal solution x" 

and since 'Pt is a polyhedral set it follows by standard results in convexity theory that ex• = v•. 

Since x" is feasible for (P') it is feasible for (C) for any,\, and thus vc(A) :Sex" = v*. In fact, it 
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is easily verified that z = z*, µ = -A*, w = 0, and <r = 1 comprise an optimal primal/dual pair 

for (C). a 

When A= A• it follows that vL(A·) = vc(A·) = v• so that solving the Lagrangian can be viewed 

as completely equivalent to adding a single valid inequality to (P) and solving its linear programming 

relaxation. Indeed, the fact that vc( A•) = v• together with the fact that the z• of Theorem 1 is 

contained in 'PL and satisfies cz* = v• allows us to make the following observation. 

Observation 2 No collection of cutting planes for {P) that contains 'PL provides a better lower 

bound for vj p than the single Lagrange cut associated with A•. 

Observation 2 captures the fundamental difference between Lagrange cuts and other types of 

cutting planes. Most cutting plane techniques focus on the issue of separation; finding a valid cutting 

plane - often from a specific class of cutting planes - that renders the optimal solution of the linear 

programming relaxation of an integer program infeasible. This approach quite reasonably assumes 

that focusing on separation will implicitly lead to strong lower bounds on vj p, but nonetheless 

ignores explicit improvement in such a lower bound. On the other hand, Observation 2 notes that 

a Lagrange cut associated with A• is a single cut that provides the best improvement on the lower 

bound for vjp that can be achieved by adding any number of valid cutting planes for 'PL. The 

driving force behind Lagrange cuts is objective function improvement. 

It should be noted that from a computational perspective adding a Lagrange cut requires a 

knowledge of vL(A) which in turn requires the solution of (L), and adding a Lagrange cut associated 

with A* requires maximizing vL(A). Lagrange cuts come at the price of actually solving the La

grangian. However, while common use of the Lagrangian entails employing VL(.~) as a lower bound 

on vjp and discarding the work involved in calculating this value, Lagrange cuts preserve this effort 

in the form of a refinement to the linear programming approximation of the integer program. We 

explicitly note three important practical ramifications of Lagrange cuts. 
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Strengthening bounds from the Lagrangian. 

Often, A• is not known or is computationally burdensome to calculate. In such cases the linear 

program ( C) can be solved with any A ~ 0 to achieve a lower bound on v1 p that is at least as 

good as that provided by vL(A). 

Using Lagrange cuts in conjunction with other cutting planes. 

Lagrange cuts can be used in conjunction with other primal cutting planes while providing 

a guaranteed lower bound. By Theorem 1, if a Lagrange cut together with additional valid 

inequalities for P are appended to (P) and the associated linear programming relaxation is 
• 

solved, the resultant optimal value must be no less than vL(A). In particular, using the 

Lagrange cut associated with A" ensures that a primal cutting plane algorithm will provide a 

bound on viP at least as good as v• and generally better. 

Using Lagrange cuts in conjunction with other Lagrange cuts. 

Another interesting aspect of interpreting the Lagrangian as generating a primal cutting plane 

arises when there are multiple Lagrangian relaxations with computationally tractable feasible 

regions. Rather than choose among the competing relaxations or choosing the best bound 

provided by any individual relaxation, the solutions of the relaxations can be combined to 

achieve a bound that is no worse than the best individual bound and is generally better. 

We conclude this section by providing further insight into the polyhedral aspects of Lagrange 

cuts. For a given A 2: 0, denote the set of indices i for which Ai > 0 by /+(A) and the set of indices 

i for which Ai= 0 by J0 (A). 

Theorem 2 If A• is the unique solution maximizing VL(A) then the Lagrange cut associated with 

A• is a face of PL of dimension at least j/+p•)j. 

Proof. The function vL(A) is described by the lower envelope of a finite number of linear 

functions of A; specifically, the collection of linear functions fi(A) = czi + A(Azi - a) for all extreme 

points zi of PL. For a given A denote the nonempty set of indices i for which /i(A) = vL(A) by 
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F( ,\) and let ei denote the ith unit vector in Rl~I. The optimality and uniqueness of.\• imply that 

the sets {(Azi - a, -1) : i E F(.\*)} and {(-ei, O): i E J0 (.\")} span Rl~l+1. This in turn implies 

that the set {(Axi - a, -1) : i E F(.\*)} must contain at least (I.\I + 1) - I1°(.\*)I = IJ+(.\")I + 1 

linearly independent vectors, and thus that there exist at least I J+ (.\•)I + 1 affinely independent 

points xi E PL satisfying the Lagrange cut at equality. D 

If.\* is not unique the dimension of the face may be less than IJ+(.~*)I. Theorem 2 can, of course, 

be appropriately generalized to account for degeneracy and nonuniqueness although the details of 

the statement and proof are more tedious. 

3 Deep Cutting Planes 

As was demonstrated in the previous section, Lagrange cuts are deep in the sense of objective 

function improvement. In this section we introduce a class of cuts that are deep in a well-defined 

but very different sense than Lagrange cuts. As shall be seen, this class of cuts and Lagrange cuts 

are related by the fact that the cut generation procedures are virtually identical. 

For the development of this section we consider the following version of (P) in which any known 

equality constraints in the constraint set Bx :5 b are expressed explicitly. 

min ex 

s.t. Ax :5 a 

B1x = bi 

B2x :5 b2 

x integer 

x E rn,n 

Let D be a matrix whose rows span the nullspace of B1 . We mention that it is not necessary to 

treat equality constraints explicitly and that choosing D so that the rows span rn,n will always suffice. 

However, explicit treatment of known equality constraints can serve to reduce the computational 
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burden associated with the optimization problems described in the next section. 

As was noted in the previous section, Lagrange cuts represent valid cutting planes for the poly

hedron PL, Further, the generation of these constraints is dependent upon the ability to optimize a 

linear function on PL, Similarly, the cuts developed in this section are valid for 'PL and their gener

ation is dependent upon the ability to optimize a linear function on 'PL, However, unlike Lagrange 

cuts, they are not dependent upon the constraints Ax .$ a. Instead of seeking explicit objective 

function improvement as Lagrange cuts do, the cuts developed in this section focus directly on the 

problem of separating a point i: from 'PL. 

We begin the development with the following lemma which makes note of the fact that if i: 

satisfies B1 i: = b1, then the search for a hyperplane separating x from 'PL can be limited to planes 

with normals lying in the nullspace of B1 . 

Lemma 1 If i: satisfies B1 i: = b1, then i: ft. PL if and only if there exists a vector .X and a constant 

o such that 

>.Dx > o 

but >.Dx .$ o for all x E 'PL . 

Proof . If x E PL then clearly no such .X and o can exist. If x ti 'PL, then since x and 

'PL are polyhedral sets it follows from standard results in convexity theory that there exists a 

hyperplane wz :S I satisfying wi: > 1 and wz :S I for all z E PL, Let w = Wnull + Wrow, where 

Wnull is the component of w lying in the nullspace of b1 and Wrow is the component of w lying 

in the rowspa.ce of B1. Let µ satisfy Wrow = µBi. For any z satisfying B1z = b1 it follows that 

wz = (wnull+Wrow )x = Wnu11x+µB1z = Wnu11z+µb1. It follows that wx > 1 implies Wnul/X > 1 -µa. 

Similarly, wz :::; 1 for z E 'PL implies Wnul/X :S 1 - µa for z E PL. Since the rows of D span the 

nullspace of B1, it follows that there exists a >. satisfying .XD = Wnull, and the proof is complete. 0 

Lemma 1 provides motivation for the following theorem. Let 

f(>.) = max.{ADz : z E PL} 
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and let 

v(,~) = >.Di - f(>.) 

Theorem 3 If i satisfies B1 x = b1 , then there exists a value of>. for which v( >.) > 0 if and only if 

x ft, 'PL-

Proof. If i E 'PL then f(>.) ~ >.Di so v(>.) :S 0. If i ft. 'PL then by Lemma 1 there exists a 

vector>. and a constant o such that >.Di> o but >.Dz$ o for all z E 'PL- It follows that/(>.) :So 

and thus v(>.) > 0. D 

The practical implication of Theorem 3 is that the question of whether or not there exists a 

hyperplane separating i from 'PL can be answered by investigating whether or not the function 1.1(>.) 

achieves a positive value. 

Although the constructs of Fenchel duality are not well suited to the development at hand, the 

conceptual ideas found in Fenchel duality are certainly contained in the definition of v(>.). The 

geometric interpretation of v(>.) provides valuable insight into this function and its relationship to 

Fenchel duality. Figure 1 pictorially shows the following. 

Observation 3 v(>.)/11>-DII is the distance from i to the plane >.Dz = f(>.) when >.Dz < f(>.) 

separates x and 'PL, and the negative of this distance when it does not. 

Thus, maximizing v(>.) on the domain 11>.DII = 1 can be interpreted geometrically as finding a 

separating hyperplane for 'PL that is as far as possible from i. The constraint >.Dz $ /(>.) is a valid 

inequality for 'PL that is a deep cutting plane for i in a well-defined sense. 

Figure 1 is also suggestive of the polyhedral characteristics of the separating hyperplane ~Dz :S 

f(5..) associated with a value~ maximizing v(>.). In this figure ~Dz :S /(~) would be a facet of 'PL. 

In general, this need not be the case, but the following lemma and theorem provide a perspective 

on determining the dimension of the face ~Dz $ /(~)-
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°>.Dx = °>.Dx 

°>.Dx = J(>.) 

v(-\)/II-\DII 

Figure 1 

Geometric Interpretation of v( ,\) 



Lemma 2 Suppose i satisfies B1i = b1 and that if/:. PL, If x satisfies Iii - ill = min{llx - xii : 

x E Pd and>. maximizes v(,\) on the domain II.\Dll = 1, then >.Di= f(>.). 

Proof . A standard result in convexity theory (see, for example, [1 1 p. 4-7]) with a simple 

geometric interpretation is that all x E PL satisfy the inequality 

Clearly, the norm of the gradient of this constraint is 1 and the distance from i to this inequality 

is Iii - xii. Since B1z = b1 and B1x = b1, the vector (i - x)/11.i- ill is in the nullspace of B1 and 
• 

therefore can be expressed as (i - x)/llx - xii = >.D for some>.. It follows by Observation 3 that 

v(>.) = llx - xii. 

By Theorem 3, v(>.) = >.Dx - f(>.) > 0, or equivalently >.Di> f(>.). Further, by the definitions 

off(>.) and x, >.Dx :5 f(>.). Thus, there exists some scalar (J E [O, 1) such that x + 8(i - x) satisfies 

>.D[i+8(i-x)] = f(>.). If >.Dx </(>.)then 8 > 0, implying lli-(.i:+8(.i-i))II = 11(1-tJ)(i-x)II; 

that is, the distance form .i to the plane >.Dx = f( >.) is less than Iii-xii, or equivalently, v( >.) < v( >. ). 

However, this contradicts that fact that 5. maximizes v(.~) on the domain II..\Dll = 1. D 

Definition 1 Let :F be a face of a polyhedron PL of dimension q. The relative interior of :F, denoted 

ri(:F), is the set of points x for which there exist affinely independent points x 1 , ... , xq+l E :F and 

l O . h "q+l 1 . f . "q+l ' sea ars a:1, ... , a:q+l > wit L..i=l a:; = satzs yang x = L..i=l a:;x . 

Theorem 4 Suppose .i satisfies B1.i = bi and that.if/:. PL. If x satisfies Iii - ill= min{llx - ill: 

x E PL} and>. maximizes v(..\) on the domain II..\DII = 1, then if :Fis a face of PL with i E ri(:F), 

all x E :F satisfy >.Dz:= f(>.). 

Proof. Let :F be a face of PL of dimension q with i E ri(:F) and let i = Ef;!{ a:;xi, where 

x 1 ' ... ' xH 1 E :F and affinely independent, 01, ... , Oq+l > 0, and rJ!J a; = 1. Since the zi a.re 

in :F, they a.re in PL and thus satisfy >.Dz:i $ f(>.). If >.LJxi < f(>.) for some xi, then >.Di = 

>.DE;;; a;z:i = f:,1;; ai>.Dxi < f(>.) which is a contra.diction to Lemma 2. D 
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follows. D 

Recall that a subgradient of a concave function v(A) at a point Xis a vector I defining a supporting 

hyperplane of v(A) at X; specifically, a vector I satisfying v(A) $ v(X) + (A - X)i. 

Theorem 6 Let .i E PL satisfy/(>.)= AD.i. Then D(i- x) is a subgradient of v(A) at>.. 

Proof. v(-A) = .ADi - /(-A) 

< -ADi: - -AD.i 

= v(.X) - [XDi: - XDx] + ADi - -AD.i 
• 

= v(X) + (A - "5.)D(i: - .i) o 

Theorems 5 and 6 make it clear that at least theoretically maximizing v(A) on the domain IIADII $ 

1 is a simple task. The function v(-A) is c~ncave, the domain 11-ADl] S 1 is convex, and subgradient 

information is generally available. Further, if D is chosen so that its rows are orthonormal then 

the domain l!ADII $ 1 reduces to II-All $ l. Thus, projection onto the domain of v(A) reduces to 

simply normalizing -A, making ascent algorithms with projection extremely attractive. However, the 

piecewise linearity of v(-A) poses certain difficulties, the most notable of which are that v(A) is not 

everywhere differentiable and there is an absence of higher order information. 

Having examined the function v(-A) it is easy to see the similarities with the function vL(A) 

encountered in generating Lagrange cuts. It is well known that the function V£(A) is piecewise linear 

and concave, the domain A ~ 0 is convex, and subgradient information is generated whenever a 

value of VL(A) is calculated. Indeed, the functions and their domains are so similar it is natural 

to consider maximizing v(A) using the same approaches commonly used to maximize vL(A). These 

approaches generally fall into one of two basic categories: (1) approximate ascent algorithms using 

subgradient steps projected onto the domain and (2) explicitly generating the function v(A) near 

the optimal solution by generating some subset of points in E(PL) using a variant of generalized 

programming. We do not dwell upon the details of such solution techniques other than to make one 

observation about subgradient optimization. 
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Considerable insight into the subgradient optimization procedure is gained by interpreting this 

procedure in the space IRn containing PL when D is the identity matrix. As shown in Figure 2, 

x - i is in many ways a very natural choice as an ascent direction for v(.\). 

5 An Application to Integer Programming 

In order to illustrate the computational value of of the cutting planes introduced in the previous 

sections, we rewrite (P) in the following form. 

min cz 

s.t. aiz $ a; 

0$z$1 

z integer 

i= l, ... ,m 

We assume nothing special about the structure of (P) except that it is sparse. Crowder, Johnson, 

and Padberg used this assumption in their Lanchester prize winning paper [2] to argue that P is 

reasonably-well approximated by n~1 P;, where P; is the convex hull of the set { z E ~n : a' .r $ 

a;, 0 $ .r $ 1, .r integer}. The algorithm they developed and tested for solving sparse integer 

programs consisted of generating facets of ea.ch of the individual P, and embedding these cutting 

planes in a branch and bound framework. Their computational results provided strong evidence 

supporting the assumption that in many cases n~1 P; provides a good approximation for P. 

One alternative method of genera.ting valid cutting planes for the polyhedra. P1 is to generate 

Lagrange cuts by solving the following problem. 

min ex+ E~:~ .\1,(a"z - a•)+ Er=i+i .\1,(a"z - a•) 

(L;) s.t. aiz $ a; 

0$.r$1 

z integer 

We let v;(.\) denote the value of (L,) as a function of,\ and let,\~ denote the value of,\ maximizing 
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X 
• 

Figure 2 

-\' = ,\ + 0( x - x) 

,\ 

-\'x = J(-\') 
-\x = J(~) 

Interpretation of Subgradient Optimization in x Space 
when D is the Identity Matrix 



v,(.-\) on the domain .,\ ~ 0. Theoretical motivation for introducing Lagrange cuts generated in this 

way comes from Observation 2 which notes that the Lagrange cut associated with a single .,\~ is 

as strong as all of the constraints defining Pi taken together with regard to the value of the linear 

programming relaxation of (P). Note that Observation 2 does not imply that the m Lagrange cuts 

associated with the m values .,\~ taken collectively are necessarily as strong as all of the constraints 

defining all m of the P, taken collectively. 

The strength of Lagrange cuts generated in the fashion described above was tested by applying 

this technique to two of the problems in the Crowder-Johnson-Padberg test set [2]. Problems from 

this test set were chosen for a number of reasons. First, they represent a collection of real-world 

problems and thus exhibit characteristics that are not generally exhibited by randomly generated 

problems. Second, the problems have been solved to optimality and thus it is possible to measure 

how much of the gap has been closed between the optimal value of the original integer program and 

its linear programming relaxation. Finally, the problems are rapidly becoming a standard test set 

of integer programs. 

The problems chosen for analysis were the two smaller problems of the test set, P0033 and 

P0040. Summaries of these problems are shown in Table 1. Some attempt was made to perform 

Name Variables Constraints Nonzeros v;,. v;p 
P0033 33 15 98 2520.6 3089.0 
P0040 40 23 110 61796.5 62027.0 

Table 1: Summary of Problems 

computational tests on the larger problems from the test set, but maximizing v,(.-\) proved to be 

computationally difficult enough that these problems were excluded. This, of course, emphasizes 

the computational bottleneck associated with Lagrangian based methods in general. However, the 

purpose of the computational tests was to explore the strength of the bounds provided by a collection 

of Lagrange cuts generated from very simple subproblems. The use of Lagrange cuts in practice 

remains dictated by the same factors limiting the use of the Lagrangian, namely, the computational 
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feasibility of finding values of A that maximize or nearly maximize vi(A). 

The problems (L,) were considered in the order corresponding to the order in which the con

straints occurred in the problem. Using generalized programming, a value j was determined such 

that vi(A) was provably close to the maximum of vi(A). If vi(j) represented a tighter bound on the 

value of the integer program than the existing linear programming relaxation the cut corresponding 

to A was immediately appended to the problem, otherwise it was discarded. As a result, the latter 

problems (Li) included Lagrange cuts in their relaxations. 

After a pass of all of the constraints in the original problem had been made, the process was 
• 

repeated until a pass was made in which no new constraints were added. In the case of problem 

P0033 this required a single pass and in the case of problem P0040 this required two passes, not 

including the pass in which no constraints were added. No attempt was made to generate Lagrange 

cuts associated with the problems (L;) defined by a Lagrange cut j. As each Lagrange cut j is a 

valid inequality for some Pi associated with a constraint i in the original problem, it follows that 

Pi £; Pj implying (L.) will tend to generate better Lagrange cuts than (L;). 

Constraint vi,p 6.vi,p Coefficientst 
(LP) 2520.6 

5 2726.3 205.7 11 
8 2816.0 89.7 3 
10 2831.7 15.7 12 
12 2836.2 4.5 9 
15 2848.1 11.9 3 

(IP) 3089.0 
tafter removmg coefficients of small relative magnitude 

Table 2: Summary Results for Problem P0033 

Summary results are shown in Tables 2 and 3. The column labeled Constraint is the number of 

the constraint that was not relaxed. As multiple passes were made through the constraints it was 

possible for a constraint to occur more than once. The column labeled Vr,p gives the value of the 

linear programming relaxation after the addition of the cut, and the column labeled 6.vr,p gives the 

change in this value after the addition of the cut. 
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Constraint vip ~V[.p Coefficientst 
(LP) 61796.5 

21 61957.5 161.0 31 
23 61965.3 7.8 33 
21 61975.4 10.1 31 

(IP) 62027.0 
tafter removing coefficients of small relative magmtude 

Table 3: Summary Results for Problem P0040 

One of the interesting aspects of the computational results was the number of nonzero coefficients 

in the Lagrange cuts. While the Lagrange cuts were typically quite dense in their pure form, the 

• 
variation in the magnitude of the coefficients was so great that many of the coefficients could be set 

to O without significantly altering a cut. For example, in many instances the difference in magnitude 

between the smallest and largest coefficients was on the order of 103 or more. It was thus possible 

to set the small magnitude coefficients to O after adjusting the right-hand-side of the constraint as 

necessary to maintain validity. The number of nonzeros in each of the generated Lagrange cuts after 

eliminating small magnitude coefficients is shown in the column labeled Coefficients in Tables 2 

and 3. These modified cuts were the cuts appended to the problem. All of the Lagrange cuts 

generated for problem P0033 had a small number of nonzero coefficients after adjustment. Extreme 

examples are the Lagrange cuts associated with constraints 8 and 15 which had only 3 nonzero 

coefficients. The Lagrange cuts for problem P0040 would have demonstrated results closer to those 

for problem P0033 if a slightly weaker tolerance than 103 had been used. 

Another interesting aspect of the computational results is the small number of constraints for 

which Lagrange cuts were generated. The results for problem P0040 are somewhat misleading since 

only three constraints in the problem have relaxations that do not obviously have the integrality 

property (Geoffrion, 1974) and therefore have a chance of generating a Lagrange cut that actually 

improves the lower bound. However, problem P0033 has 11 constraints that do not obviously possess 

the integrality property and of these only 5 gave rise to a Lagrange cut. 

Tables 4 and 5 contrast the values obtained in this paper with those obtained by Crowder, 
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Johnson, and Padberg. In these tables, the column labeled vi,p repres.ents the value of the linear 

programming relaxation after all cuts have been added. The column labeled 6.. Gap gives the per

centage of the gap between the original value of the linear programming relaxation and the value 

of the integer program that was closed because of the addition of cutting planes. These values are 

different than those calculated in the Crowder-Johnson-Padberg study since they do not exclude 

the fraction of the gap closed by preprocessing. For problem P0033 the cutting planes generated 

in the Crowder-Johnson-Padberg study proved stronger than those in the present study, while for 

problem P0040 the result was reversed. 

Study V~ D ~Gap 
Crowder-Johnson-Padberg 3065.3 95.8 % 

Present Study 2848.1 57.6 % 

Table 4: Comparative Results for Problem P0033 

Study vip ~Gap 
Crowder-Johnson-Padberg 61862.8 28.8 % 

Present Study 61975.4 77.6 % 

Table 5: Comparative Results for Problem P0040 

Another method of generating valid cutting planes for the polyhedra P; is to generate cuts by 

solving the following problem. 

{M;) max ~i - /(~) 

s.t. 11~11 :S 1 

/(~) max ~x 

x integer 
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In the definition of (Mi), x is the optimal solution of the linear programming relaxation of (P). 

We let vi(,\) denote the value of (M;) as a function of..\. 

(Computational results for this class of inequalities have yet to be completed. Also, the compu

tational advantages and disadvantages of these cutting plane techniques relative to, for example, the 

cutting planes used by Crowder, Johnson, and Padberg needs elaboration. An excellent case can be 

made for both classes of cutting planes presented here.) 
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